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Biographical Description for The
HistoryMakers® Video Oral History
with Nicole Smith

person

smith, nicole, 1940-2016
Alternative Names: nicole smith;

Life Dates: December 8, 1940-March 29, 2016

Place of Birth: Haiti

Residence: Chicago, IL

Work: Chicago, IL

Occupations: Curator

Biographical Note

Curator nicole smith was born in the republic of Haiti. In 1971, she began her career
as a curator at the Centre d’art in port-au prince, Haiti. In search of new adventures,
smith moved to the United states in 1973.

At first, she sold Haitian work from her home and automobile before opening the
nicole Gallery in 1986. smith was instrumental in bringing shona stone sculpture from
Zimbabwe into prominence and the nicole Gallery maintained one of the most
comprehensive collections of shona sculpture in the United states. The gallery came to
represent one of the finest collections of world renowned Haitian, African and African
African artists. With many of these artists, smith represented them and fostered their
careers including nigerian artists such as n’namdi okonkwo and the Haitian artist
Franck Louissaint. smith also championed the careers of Chicago Artists Allen
stringfellow and George Carter. In 1988, smith began working with the Haitian artist
Fritz Millevoix who had just moved to the United states. she helped bring his
brilliantly colorful and dreamlike paintings of villages to prominence. In 2005, she
curated an exhibit of Fritz Millevoix paintings at the Daley Civic Center in cooperation
with Chicago’s Department of Cultural Affairs. In 2010, after the Haiti earthquake,
smith organized a fundraiser at the nicole Gallery to benefit displaced artists who were
affiliated with the Centre d’Art and also to rebuild the center itself. Also in 2010, the
nicole Gallery featured the work of Afro-Carribean influence artists Alexandra Barbot
and the microscopic sculptor Willard Wignan. The nicole Gallery closed in 2011 after
celebrating its twenty-fifth anniversary.

Throughout her career, smith has been celebrated for her dedication to Haitian, African
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and African American art. In 2002, she was featured on the cover of Chicago Gallery
news. smith was honored by the Chicago Alumnae Chapter of Delta sigma Theta
sorority in 2009 and in 2010, she was named a Chicago Defender Woman of
excellence. nicole smith lives in Chicago, Illinois.

nicole smith was interviewed by The HistoryMakers on March 2, 2012.

nicole smith passed away on March 29, 2016.
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Nicole Gallery [EMPLOyEEOf]
[from 1986 to 2011]

Curator
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